
Technical Training FAQ: 
 
1.) Q.) What is the purpose this training session? 
  

A.) The purpose of these sessions is to provide an opportunity for your 
son/daughter to develop their ability on the ball including dribbling, passing, 
receiving, and ball striking.  
 
2.) Q.) What level does my son/daughter have to be to attend the session? 
 

A.) This training is offered for any CSA player at any level from the USSDA 
through all USYS levels. 
 
3.) Q.) If this training is available for all levels how can I be sure that my 
son/daughter will be pushed in a way that is developmentally appropriate? 
 

A.) Each topic is highly focused on the individual and it is up to the 
accountability of the player to push him or herself when the ball as at his or her foot 
in order to improve. 
 
4.) Q.) Will there be Goalkeepers when the players work on finishing? 
 

A.) There could be if goalkeepers are available. Goalkeepers are encouraged 
to attend the technical training to develop their foot skills and can jump in goal 
when the session incorporates finishing.  
 
5.) Q.) How will we know if there are any cancellations to the training session? 
 

A.) The website and social media outlets will be updated so if you are unsure 
about the weather and how it may impact training, please refer to the FIELD 
STATUS page on our website or any of our social media outlets.  
 
6.) Q.) If we cannot make the technical training in our branch can we go to 
another branch? 
 

A.) We try to keep as many players within their respective branch as we can, 
but if it is not possible then contact your section’s Technical Director and we will see 
what we can do to accommodate your son/daughter. 
 
7.) Q.) Can we bring friends/teammates from outside the club to the sessions? 
 
 A.) No. These sessions are only available to current CSA players. 
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8.) Q.) Are players competing against one another in these sessions? 
  
 A.) We want the players to be competing against themselves and challenging 
themselves as individuals. Towards the end we may include some game competition 
that is relevant to the topic we are focusing on. 
 
9.) Q.) If my son/daughter cannot make their age group time slot, can we go to 
the older/younger group? 
 
 A.) Again we want to keep the trainings consistent with location and with 
age. If your son/daughter is on the cusp of a different age group and we feel he/she 
can still physically apply him/herself we might be able to help you. Contact your 
Technical Director first. 

 
10.) Q.) What is the practice attire for technical training?  
 
 A.) Please wear any CSA attire and dress for weather conditions. 
 
11.) Q.) Does the club provide soccer balls for players or should my child bring 
his or her own soccer ball? 
 
 A.) We ask that every player brings their own ball. We will have a bag of 
soccer balls on site just in case, however the player has to check one out from us and 
return it at the end of the training. We will have a pump if a player needs to pump 
the ball up. 
 
12.) Q.) As a parent, I enjoy watching my son/daughter practice, am I allowed 
to view practices and if so, is there a designated spot for parents? 
 
 A.) You are welcome to sit in the bleachers at Ortho Carolina Sortsplex or 
stand anywhere behind the sign that says, “players and coaches only.” However, we 
encourage parents to not give instructions or get involved in the sessions. 
 
13.) How much does the technical training cost and do I have to register? 
  
 A.) Technical Training is an optional free session for any CSA player and 
there is no registration required. 
 
 


